INNOVATING

Agilities are combinations of your work skills and interests. Use them to work more effectively in your career. The skill of innovation helps people work faster and more effectively in their careers. Innovators can rise above conventional wisdom by solving problems, whether designing and creating new applications or developing original strategies for making things happen. Innovators are able to implement and execute plans in novel ways, envisioning unique approaches to ideas and projects.

TELL EMPLOYERS THAT YOU’RE A CREATIVE PROBLEM-SOLVER WHO WILL BRING A FRESH APPROACH AND PERSPECTIVE BY USING THESE KEY WORDS:

- Creativity
- Problem-Solving
- Originality
- Ingenuity

COVER LETTER PHRASES TO DESCRIBE THE INNOVATING AGILITY:

- “As an innovator, I can work with your company to design and create novel approaches to existing challenges and brainstorm unique approaches to future solutions.”
- “My agility for innovating means I am eager to take on new challenges, push for creativity, and partner with your company’s vision for the future.”

YOUR NEXT STEPS FOR INNOVATING:

Use and Grow Your Agility in Everyday Life

- Problem-solve with a friend
- Design an app
- Adapt, rebuild, or redesign a work project
- Create a workaround to fix a complex issue

Join the Agilities Community and Take Action Today

- Visit agilities.org for Career Explorer Tools to navigate today’s job-market challenges
- Complete your Career Statement
- Create or update your resumé highlighting your top Agilities using our resumé templates